HarrimanSteel B.V.
Herengracht 320 II, 1016CE Amsterdam

HARRIMANSTEEL JOB DESCRIPTION

Job Enquiry
ABOUT US
HarrimanSteel is an independent creative agency that focuses on delivering positive change and impact
through creative thinking. We are a purpose driven organisation whose mission is to challenge the status quo
by partnering with like-minded brands. Pivotal to our business is developing strategic, creative solutions that
move the dial; and then crafting output with meticulous precision, passion, and care. Our clients include Nike,
Jordan, Patagonia, Toms, Intersport, Uber, & more.
KEEN TO JOIN US?
We are a small, tight-knit team and may not have many openings, but if you have a kick-ass portfolio it’s never
a bad idea to send it over to us. We are always interested to hear from passionate, like-minded individuals.
What are we looking for? Those that think conceptually, have an appetite for risk, can be playful and human,
strategic and collaborative, and will deliver exquisite craft.
CONTACT
If you want to reach out to us, please email jobs@harrimansteel.com with the subject line of the role you are
interested in and please supply the following:
●

Email or covering letter with a brief outline why you are contacting us.

●

CV with relevant experience and references.

●

Portfolio PDF (low res) or link to portfolio website.

APPLICATION PROCESS
Your application will be reviewed by our operations manager or applicable line manager.
If your application is shortlisted, we will invite you for an initial interview. If successful, we will arrange up to 3
additional interviews. If unsuccessful after the interview process, we will inform you by email and provide
feedback upon request.
Due to the high volume of applicants, if you have not heard from us within 4 weeks, your application
unfortunately did not make it to the shortlist. We understand this can be disappointing, however our website
is regularly updated with new jobs so do keep an eye out. We welcome you to apply to other positions that
may interest you.
TOGETHER WE CREATE A MORE INCLUSIVE FUTURE
We are an equal opportunity employer and are committed to promoting diversity and inclusion among our
workforce through stringent policy. It’s not about where you come from, what your religion is, or what beliefs
you bring with you. It’s about sharing the same values as us, and being in-line with our vision, mission, and
purpose. Disclosure of any disabilities will not affect our hiring decisions. If you need any assistance with your
application, please do not hesitate to reach out to us.
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